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FRAME RELAY

- NBMA: no broadcast (you cannot call every phone number) -> L3 broadcast sent as L2 replicated unicast
- "pseudo-broadcast"
- L3 resolution needed to bind remote OR _local_ L2 address to remote L3 address
- Inverse ARP used to resolve remote L3 address to _local_ L2 address (Only directly connected can be resolved)
- Interface Types
  - Multipoint
    - Multiple L2 addresses at the same time
    - Requires L3 to L2 resolution
  - Point-to-point
    - Does NOT require L3->L2 resolution (one circuit, one possible L2 address), simply assign DLCI number
- DLCI
  - Only locally significant
- LMI
  - between DTE/DCE (router-FR switch)
  - Reports VC status ("L2 connectivity testing")
  - Enabled automatically (encapsulation frame-relay)
  - Types
    - Automatically detected from DCE
    - cisco / ansi / q233a
    - show frame-relay lmi
    - (up/up only if we receive LMI) -> line protocol down -> maybe LMI down
    - Advertises VC status
      - Active - good, end-to-end or DCE-DTE
      - Inactive - number correct, but not good end-to-end (end-to-end keepalive is DTE-DTE, no matter hops)
      - Deleted - number is not what the switch advertising - DTE tries to use value what is not supported
      - Static - back-to-back frame relay, LMI disabled
- Address resolution
  - Dynamically via Inverse-ARP
    - Requests are sent out all circuits assigned to the interface for all supported protocols
    - Request can disabled (no frame-relax inverse-arp [protocol] [dlci], reply can't
    - Automatically includes broadcast support 
    - Replies are coming regardless of subnet
      - (eg. source 1.1.1.1/24, on same L2 is 1.2.2.2/24, 1.2.2.2.2 replies)
  - Statically via frame-relay map" (works like a static ARP entry at Ethernet)
    - frame-relay map [protocol] [address] dlci [broadcast]
    - Overrides dynamic mapping
      - InARP disabled when static mapping configured (for protocol-DLCI pair; IPv6 mapping doesn't disable IPv4)
    - Broadcast support manually configured
- Partial Mesh
  - Devices without direct L2 cannot resolve each other via InARP
  - Ideally L3 is 1:1 with L2
    - Separate subnets and point-to-point interfaces for each DLCI
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FRAME RELAY CONFIGURATION

R1----(DLCI 102)-----FR-----CLOUD---(DLCI1234)-----FR----(DLCI 201)------R2

- DLCI is locally significant
- Line protocol up -> LMI is working, negotiated by default
- LMI mismatch -> show frame-relay lmi -> Timouts incrementing and Line Protocol down
- Show frame-relay pvc
  - Local/Switched/Unused
- Sometimes InARP works with static mapping, sometimes not -> do not mix them!

- Hub and spoke

R2--------R1-----------R3

  - R2 can't send to R3 because of InARP
  - Don't mix InARP with static mapping, disable InARP and configure static maps

- Two Cloud in the INE WB1 Lab
  - R1 sends InARP reply to R6, because no way to disable reply
  - Solutions
    - No frame-relay inverse-arp ip 501, 502
    - Or on R4: int s0/0/1 multipoint, frame-relay dlci 401, 402, 403  -> disables InARP request on 404 and 405
      - S0/0/1 is an unused interface, so solves the problem (no ip address configured!)
      - Just matches the DLCI with the circuits, nothing else
    - Ping 255.255.255.255 --> only 404 and 405 answers. L3: 1 packet sent, L2: 2 packets sent (pseudo-broadcast)
      - frame-relay map ip 12.0.0.0.1 201 BROADCAST (if missed, we can ping 12.0.0.1, but 255.255.255.255 missing 
it)
      - or just use InARP, broadcast is default
- int s0/0.201 point to point, ip address x.x.x.x, frame-relay interface-dlci 201
  - show frame-relay map -> Serial0/0.201 (up): point-to-point dlci, dlci 201, broadcast status defined, active
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    - missing IP address! Every packet on the interface encapsulated for DLCI 201!

- Broadcast doesn't look for IP, just for DLCI and the broadcast keyword
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